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G I. He traced the migration of the soul of Eve's apple in "Progresse of the Soule," and wrote an Epithalamium on the 
marriage of Count Palatine and Princess Elizabeth. Better poems include early ones like "The Storm," miscellaneous ones 
like "The Ecstasie," and his elegy to Elizabeth Drury in his Anniversaries. FTP, name this one-time dean of St. Paul's and 
the poet of a sonnet to Death, "Death, be not proud." 

Answer: John Donne 

G2. The Universality Hypothesis asserts that they can be classified by the dimension of the system and an order 
parameter. The isothermal compressibility and heat capacity increase without bound near them. For a pure substance there 
is an inflection point in the isotherm passing through it. A meniscus disappears at this maximum possible boiling point. 
FTP name this point above which gas and liquid coexist as a single fluid . 

Answer: critical point 

G3 . Its metropolitan area includes the city proper, the industrial town of Thon Buri and the Klongtoi Wharf, which is 
astride the Chao Phraya River. It used to be known as Ayutthaya until 1767, when the Chakri dynasty built this new city 
with the famous royal palace of Wat Phra Kaew [KA Y-o]. Famous for it's the giant Emerald Buddha and situated on the 
Gulf of Siam, FTP, name this capital of Thailand. 

Answer: Bangkok or Krung Thep 

G4. Ancillary members of this movement included Kensett, Casilear, and Cropsey, all of whom worked between 1825 
and 1870. Famous paintings produced by this group include Icebergs, Cotopaxi, and The Architect's Dream. Its best 
known members, like Asher Durand and Frederick Church, drew inspiration from the Catskill region. FTP, name this group 
of painters founded by Thomas Cole and named for aNew York river. 

Answer: Hudson River School 

GS. The first major English translation of it was done in 1584 by an unnamed individual with the initials "B.R," 
though this encompassed only two of its books. In Book I we meet the Massagetae and their Queen Tomyris and also get a 
description of the court at Sardis. Each of its nine books is named after a muse, and appropriately enough Book I is titled 
Clio. FTP, name this work first transcribed circa 430 BC, the major work of Herodotus. 

Answer: The Histories or The History oUlle Persian Wars 

G6. One of this novel's characters has just been released from a 30-year prison sentence for the murder of his uncle. 
By the end, another character, due to his love for Phoebe, refuses his true inheritance. Upon the death of Judge Jaffrey, that 
character, Holgrave, claimed to be a Maule descendant. As a result Clifford and Hepzibah, looked to be cheated out of the 
title structure. FTP, name this novel about a curse on the Pyncheon family, a work by Hawthorne. 

Answer: The House oCthe Seven Gables 

G7. At their smallest level they contain minute canals, the canaliculi, which radiate from the lacunae. The lacunae are 
present in their lamellae, which surround the Haversian channels. Often containing dilated ends called epiphyses, 
common ones include the tarsals and carpals. FTP, name these chief units of our skeletal system. 

Answer: bone 

G8. His wife kills one of his werewolf bodyguards and tells the other one to find him in the ladies' room. He says that 
swearing in French is like wiping your ass with silk, and demonstrates cause and effect with an orgasm-inducing slice of 
cake. He is married to Persephone and employs a pair of twins who can turn into ghosts. FTP, name this character from 
Matrix Reloaded who shares his name with a dynasty of French kings. 

Answer: The Merovingian 

G9. Its measures included the organization of the New Mexico and Utah territories, and the settlement of the Texas
New Mexico border. It also prohibited the slave trade in the District of Columbia and admitted California as a free state. 
With the support of Daniel Webster, its creator, Henry Clay, was able to get it passed into law. FTP, give the collective 
name of this series of five measures, named for the year in which they were adopted. 

Answer: Compromise of 1850 

G 1 O. In Edmund Spenser's Shepherd 's Calendar Anne Boleyn was represented by this mythological character. The 
legend of this Arcadian damsel includes the tale of how she threw herself into the river Ladon, and became a reed at the 
bottom. FTP, name this woman pursued by Pan, who eventually became his pipe. 

Answer: Syrinx 



GIL This novel's story is related as a flashback by the main character's sister-in-law and one-time fiancee. The 
novel's climax is reached when Clytemnestra burns down the central mansion, killing herself and the main character's son 
Henry. The main conflict results when part-black Charles Bon attempts to marry his half-sister Judith. FTP, identify this 
William Faulkner work centering on Thomas Sutpen and named after a Biblical king, a Biblical king! 

Answer: Absalom. Absaloml 

G 12. He stressed the importance of the volitional process of apperception, and developed a tridimensional theory of 
feeling. In discussing higher cognitive phenomena like language, he favored a non-experimental, ethnographic 
methodology as outlined in his ten-volume Volkerpsychologie . FTP, name this teacher of Titchener, generally regarded as 
the founder of experimental psychology. 

Answer: Wilhelm Maximilian Wundt 

G13. The first blow against this theory came from the spatial distribution of strong radio galaxies, which actually 
increases with distance. Spontaneous creation of matter was hypothesized to offset dilution by expansion. It predicted a 
truly constant Hubble constant, since it incorporated the perfect cosmological principle. Proposed by Gold, Bondi, and 
Hoyle, FTP name this failed rival to the Big Bang model which posited an unchanging Universe. 

Answer: steady state theory or cosmology or Universe or model 

G14. After his brother's victory at Sacsahuaman, his local dominance was unchallenged until his subordinate Diego de 
Almagro started a rebellion. Earlier, at Cajamarca, he engineered the assassination of Huascar to move unimpeded into 
Cuzco. FTP, name this man who killed Atahualpa, the Spaniard who conquered the Incan Empire. 

Answer: Francisco Pizarro 

G I 5. This figure married Oona O'Neill, the daughter of playwright Eugene. While touring the U.S., he was noticed by 
Mack Sennett, who helped him perfect his look with the Keystone Company. With D.W. Griffith, Mary Pickford, and 
Douglas Fairbanks he founded United Artists Pictures, through which he released such films as The Gold Rush and his first 
speaking film, The Great Dictator. FTP, name this star of Modern Times, known for his derby, moustache, baggy trousers, 
and awkward walk. 

Answer: Charlie Chaplin 

G I 6. We learn in the opening pages that the help of Aunt Juliana has allowed the title character to procure the nicest 
villa in town. However, the villa contents, specifically a possession of the old general leads to her death. Her plans are 
upset when her husband, George Tesman, might lose his promotion to Eilert Lovberg, whose suicide she causes. FTP, name 
this play about the superficial title character, a work by Henrik Ibsen. 

Answer: Hedda Gabler 

G I 7. It includes the fluvial processes of rilling and gully formation, as well as abrasion and glacial plucking. Soil 
retrogression and badlands topography are results of this process, which is closely related to mass wasting. Increased by 
uplift, overgrazing and deforestation, it ends in deposition. FTP name this process which transports unconsolidated rocks, 
soil, and the products of weathering. 

Answer: erosion 

G 18. Isidorus Pacensis provides most of the knowledge of this battle, including details of how Eudo of Aquitaine 
turned the enemy flank. After seven days of waiting, Abd er-Rahman attacked, only to be killed in the fighting and have 
his army withdraw to Poitiers. FTP, name this AD 732 defeat of the Moors by Charles Martel. 

Answer: Battle of Tours (accept early buzz of Poitiers) 

G 19. Colerdige's play "Zapolya" was written in imitation of this play. It includes the song "When daffodils begin to 
peer" as sung by Autolycus and ends happily with Paulina's deception revealed and the impending wedding of Florizel 
and Perdita. FTP, name this work in which the statue of Hermione is shown to be the real live queen, a play by Shakespeare. 

Answer: The Winter's Tale 

G20. Its name came to identify an entire school whose New phase was associated with Philo of Larissa. The Middle 
phase was associated with Carneades and Arcesilaus, and the Old Phase with Speusippus, Xenocrates, and its founder. 
Officially closed by Justinian in AD 529, it took its name from the garden named for a hero. FTP, name this institution 
founded circa 387 BC in Athens by Plato. 

Answer: the Academy 

G21. Upon his return the protagonist of this novel hears a Gospel Hour on the radio named after a brief traveling 
companion of his. He was raised by Luisa, and at this novel's end he watches the funeral of Abuela, Luisa's mother. He 



eventually gains revenge on the Captain, who had accepted a bribe from the charro to murder Jimmy Blevins, and at the 
ending, has a brief reunion with Lacey Rawlins. FTP, name this work about John Grady Cole's experiences in Mexico, a 
novel by Cormac McCarthy. 

Answer: All the Prettv Horses 




